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ACCOMMODATION
BOOKINGS

From the President

Mike Vale - 6255-3411

It was quite a lengthy document that
we eventually introduced in January
1996.
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when number unattended - please
include BH and AH contact numbers
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However, suffice it to say that the two
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It was time for a major rethink of how
we managed our affairs. At the end of
the day, and after much discussion
about all of the things we wanted to
do, we decided to put them together in
a document and called it "a Strategic
Plan".

L

et me say how pleased I am
that Rascal is celebrating its 30th year.
I hope you enjoy this special edition
of the Newsletter which attempts to
relive some of the highlights of our
history.
I'm somewhat of a newcomer to the
Rascal family, having joined
relatively recently - in 1992.
However, as a Committee member
since 1994 I have enjoyed being
involved in some of our more recent
challenges and successes.
Our history has not been all plain
sailing - it's probably not
unreasonable to say that Rascal found
itself in the doldrums in the early
1990s. In terms of member numbers
we hit the low-point in 1995 with a
membership decline of 30% over the
previous 3 years.
Cash reserves were used up by buying
the land at Jindabyne (in fact the
Lodge stands on 2 blocks), but it did
at least mean that we converted the
lease to freehold title.
Reduced income from membership
renewals and accommodation fees,
coupled with costs that seemed to rise
each year, meant major cash flow
implications.
It was time for a major rethink of how

1. To provide members and guests
with high standard, competitively
priced and reasonably accessible
accommodation in Jindabyne, and;
2. To provide for the long term
development and financial viability
of the Club.
Early in 1996 the Committee put in
place a number of initiatives in the
Plan towards the better management
of our affairs. It had become evident
that over recent years our systems had
not kept pace with necessary
requirements and that improvements
were needed. Responsibilities were
allocated amongst the Committee for
a year (rather than to a paid admin
manager), so that they could
concentrate on specific requirements.
As a result, we saw significant
improvements in our booking system
and its management, our financial
management including budgets and
regular reports, greater use of the new
membership database, improved
communications to members, and the
availability of our new brochure for
publicity to show-case the Lodge.
We also established a home-page on
the internet; conducted a membership
survey; reduced accommodation
rates; revised the Constitution, ByLaws, and Lodge Rules; introduced 2
free nights accommodation for ontime renewal of annual subs;
introduced summer membership, and
a reduced junior age from 25 to 18 just to name a few!
These initiatives laid the foundations
for our improved fortunes. Our
recruitment efforts paid off and we
saw membership return to pre-1995
(Continued on page 3)

installation of the new RASCAL
sign
additional tanbark in the grounds
additional gravel in the car park
general clean-up, pruning in the
grounds

(“From the President” continued from page 2)

levels.
Also at the start of 1996 we
commenced a maintenance program
at the Lodge followed by another
major bout of activity in 1997.
The improvements, particularly in the
bathrooms with the revised layout and
new fittings, and the new paintwork
throughout the Lodge, were well
received.
During 1997 we reviewed the
facilities which the Lodge provided,
its attributes and its deficiencies. We
looked at a range of possible
improvements including a balcony,
the kitchen, extending the lounge
area, improving the bedrooms and
adding further rooms, and spent some
time examining the pros and cons of
each. We have had plenty of
interesting discussions, but it seemed
that we kept returning to two
fundamental questions – could we
afford whatever work we wanted, and
what would any changes mean for the
Lodge’s compliance with the Building
Regulations.
So, before committing to specific
improvements, the Committee
decided to conduct a “compliance
audit” of the existing structure to
determine what, if anything, we had
to do to bring it up to scratch.
Secondly we want to know what sort
of extensions are possible together
with the impact on compliance with
the regulations, and some estimate of
costs.
Following the Building Compliance
Audit, we got stuck into the work that
was regarded as essential, undertook
some high priority improvements and
carried out some low budget
maintenance.
Items of significance under the above
headings include:
the new fire alarm system
the new fridge
replacement light fittings
improved ventilation in the
bathrooms and drying room
completion of the barbecue and
pergola

Since 1997 our major achievements
have been the new kitchen and the
construction of the new deck. The
comments we have had are very
positive - they certainly look good,
and feel good! They definitely add
to the overall amenities provided in
the Lodge, and hopefully will prove
to be attractive to our members,
current and potential, and as an
incentive for more Lodge use.
In 1997 The Committee also
established three standing subcommittees to address what it saw as
the most important issues:•
•
•

Memb ersh ip - reten tion /
recruitment
The Lodge – maintaining the
asset and making improvements
Finances – keeping RASCAL
viable.

These sub-committees have
produced the goods. Congratulations
to all those members who have
served on the Committee over the
years, particularly the members of
the Building Sub-committee, whose
enthusiasm has been well rewarded.
The appointment of Mike Vale as
our Office Manger has worked well;
he has handled his job in a
spectacularly efficient fashion –
whether it be maintaining and
improving our internet site, handling
inquiries, looking after membership
matters, bookings, producing the
Newsletter, and project managing the
deck construction at the Lodge.
Let me make a comment here about
Rascal's fees. The Committee regrets
having to raise membership fees at
any time, and over the years we have
tried to contain them. Unfortunately,
we will be increasing some of our
fees in 2001- details of the rises will
be announced soon.
Looking back at an old RASCAL
News for 1988, the annual subs were
$31 per person. This compares with

$65 at the start of 2000 before the
introduction of the GST. That’s a rise
of less than $3 per year. And as all
members who renew on time receive
2 free nights (valued at $20), the
effective membership fee is really $45
- a rise of only $14 from 1988, or
about $1 per year.
Looking at accommodation charges
there’s an even better picture. In 1988
the accommodation charge for a
member was $15 per winter w/end
night, $13 per winter week night, and
$10 per summer night. Again, at the
start of 2000 before the introduction
of the GST we were charging $15 per
winter w/end night and $10 per night
for the rest of the year - that’s the
same as it was 12 years ago! And on
winter week nights it’s $3 cheaper!
We believe our package of rates,
coupled with the major building
improvements,
provide members
with every incentive to use the Lodge,
and give excellent value for money.
Looking to the future, we want to
continue to improve the Lodge. Some
of the options being developed for
possible implementation within the
next 5 years include extension of the
lounge room over the cement patio,
new self contained units in the
"apricot tree area" also suitable for
disabled access, reconfiguration of
some of the existing bedrooms by
taking down some walls between
adjacent rooms to allow double bed
rooms (but at least maintaining the
existing total bed capacity), new
furniture, air-conditioning, improved
parking etc - (concept drawings are
being prepared - see next page for a
taste).
We also want to try and encourage
greater participation in social
activities, working bees and other
events - apart from being productive
they are usually good fun and they
help to foster the club spirit and
friendships amongst members - for
example earlier in 2000 we held the
AGM in conjunction with a dinner at
the Southern Cross Yacht Club - it
turned out to be very successful and
could well be repeated.
From time-to-time we speculate
(Continued on page 4)
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about our long-term future.
Should we remain a club Lodge or
make a quantum shift and become
more commercial?
Should we diversify our interests
beyond Jindabyne?
Should we
associate with another (like)
organisation to provide an increased
membership base and access to more
facilities?
What does it mean to members to
belong to a club like Rascal?
These questions won't be answered
overnight, but suggestions from
members will help, and are
welcomed.
In summary, at the end of our first 30
years, I believe we are in pretty good
shape, but we can always do more!
The Club does lose members each
year, so we do need to keep
recruiting. We need to be conscious

of our financial position so that we
can fund our improvements. And,
whilst some of our activities are well
supported, greater membership
participation in Club activities is
encouraged.
I hope you enjoyed the celebrations
for our 30th birthday, as much as I did.

The special weekend at the Lodge
was something to be remembered.
Richard Emerton
President
— —— —

Rascal – The Early Days: Tony Booth

A

s we enter the 30th
year since the opening of our Lodge
at Jindabyne newer members may be
interested to reflect on the origins of
their club.

the Hospital, had written to the
Snowy Mountain Authority to see if
there was any land available in
Jindabyne for a Club Lodge. He was
a member of The Canberra Alpine
Club which already had Lodges at
Mount Franklin, Perisher Valley and
the lake foreshore at Jindabyne. The

In the beginning, when the Lodge was just a gleam in the founders’ eyes.
It had its beginnings in 1967 with a
social club at the old Canberra Community Hospital and immediately you
will see we have weathered the years
somewhat better than the Hospital! It
was called the " Residents and Sisters
Committee." Minutes of a meeting of
that Committee on the 19th January,
1967 record a suggestion by Mr Tom
Leaney, Chief Radiographer at the
CCH, that the Club aim to build a ski
and fishing lodge at Jindabyne. But
even then opinion was divided between the coast and the snow.
The Club successfully organised
many social events such as wine and
cheese tastings, BBQs, and several
balls. By 1969 it had been so successful that there was a huge bank balance
as I remember of about $400 burning
holes in the pockets of Committee
members and a debate ensued about
how best to spend it which centred
around building either a lodge in the
snow or down at the coast. Unbeknown to the Committee, Nobby
Elvin, the Clinical Superintendent of

initial response was negative but then
on the 18th October, 1968 a letter arrived from the Snowy Mountain Authority advising that a block of land
previously allocated had been surren-

month we had to present a sketch
plan, tender a sum, $2000 was the
minimum, and convince the Authority
that we would be able to complete
construction of a suitable lodge within
12 months.
Firstly however we had to do something about the Club's structure. Even
then "Residents and Sisters" was a
misnomer as Pathology staff and
other groups such as Physiotherapists
and Occupational Therapists, collectively known as medical ancillary
groups were very active participants
in the Clubs activities. Spurred on by
the need to broaden the membership
to raise money to build a lodge the
Committee was reorganised into THE
RASCAL CLUB, to include as eligible for membership anyone who was
employed by or who worked in the
Hospital. (later expanded to include
all ACT hospitals).
R.A.S.C.A.L. originally stood for
Residents And Sisters Club for Activities in Leisure time but the full
stops were deleted at an EGM to recognize that membership was no
longer limited to just the medical and
nursing staff. Bob Brown, now Senator, was our first President. Bob left at
the end of 1969 and I took over for
about ten years.

First the foundations ...
dered and was now available and we
were invited to tender. Within one

We then had to devise a method to
(Continued on page 7)
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raise a lot of money quickly. We
came up with a scheme of
"debentures" which would not earn

about the task of talking personally
to everyone who worked in the Hospital , weekday and weekend and
night shifts included. Our clinical
work was largely covered by our col-

We set out this plan in a circular,
which we sent to all Hospital staff inviting them to sign their acceptance of
membership if the plan to build a
lodge was realised. After one week
only one signed acceptance form for a
$20 debenture was received! So much
for circulars. We didn't believe this
represented a true picture of interest
in the project and so three of the resident doctors:
Bob Brown, Frances Newman and
myself over the following week set

After one week we had a stack of
signed membership applications
pledging a total of around $13,000!
This single week of concentrated effort made it possible with substantial
following contributions from many
others over time to establish the RASCAL Lodge. We took our signed
pledges for $13.000 to the Commonwealth Bank and were able to borrow
another $24.000 and from then on we
were away.
We tendered the minimum $2000 to
the SMA and we were successful. Detailed plans were drawn up and building tenders called for. On 8th August,
1969 the building contract was let to
Hubert Hoverman of Jindabyne for
$39,000. To gain Council approval it
was built initially as a four bedroom
lodge. Modifications were done later
in accordance with legal requirements
at the time to turn it into a viable 28
bunk lodge.

And then the framing ...
any interest but would be refundable
at any time but this would be mandatory if the member left the Hospital. It
was a fundamental principle at the
time that we were trying to establish a
facility which would always be immediately available for Hospital staff
many of whom only came to the ACT
for a few years. We decided to charge
Vamoose (Visiting Medical Officers)
$100, Romps (Resident Medical Officers) $40 and all other staff $20 for
the same membership. We also had a
small group of Foundation Memberships (about 35) for $75, which were
the only group entitled to maintain
their membership after leaving the
Hospital.

this period.

leagues. We sold the concept as a
request for a small non-interest bearing loan to enable an exciting facility
to be built for Hospital staff both
then and into the future. We had an
architect prepare some sketch plans

Meanwhile the Committee was very
busy organising many functions to
raise more money to cover the shortfall-- I remember pig roasts on Black
Mountain Peninsula, car rallies and a
scavenger hunt in addition to those
mentioned earlier. One day Dr Jim

And then the cladding ...
(which we needed to present to the
Snowy Mountain Authority) and displayed them in the Hospital during

McCracken (a Canberra O&G now
retired) approached me and said
(Continued on page 8)
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"won't you be needing guarantors for
the bank loan?" I always knew this of
course but preferred to cross these

solid ash dining table. This was made
by the builder himself for $80. By
the time the Lodge opened in August
1970, members had contributed together with money raised through

And finally revealed in all its glory.
hurdles when we came to them rather
than frighten people with too many
problems at the beginning. Anyway
Jim said he would look after it. He
spoke with a number of his VMO colleagues and in $1000 and $2000 sums
he gathered guarantors for $16,000 of
the $24,000 loan and the Bank was
satisfied. Anyone who has ever used
the RASCAL Lodge should be grateful to Jim and his group of guarantors.
I don't remember all of their names so
I won't mention any.

social functions about $21,000 or
46% of the total cost. By 1977 about
half the bank loan had been repaid.
In the early years of the Lodge there
were always jobs to be done, just as
now. Establishment of trees and
shrubs in a concrete made of clay

their contribution, some giving many
hours to Committee meetings and
event organisation. Some I remember,
Frances Newman, Glennis Welch, Pat
and Peter Schmidt, Elaine Nastvogel,
Maeve Reilly, Daryl Lawrence, the
Kovacs, Chris Kelly, Ann Osborne,
Greg and Mollie Fraser, Roger and
Virginia Nairn, Bernie Hughson and
very many others.
After the Lodge was built the focus of
the Club gradually changed to that of
managing the bookings and of course,
maintenance. The membership gradually changed to comprise of people
whose focus was on using the Lodge
and especially for skiing. The weakness of the original structure so effective for the purpose of raising the
money was now exposed as the Committee found itself spending more and
more of its energy on publicising the
Lodge to new Hospital staff who
came to replace those who left and
who had to surrender their membership and reclaim their debenture. At
the peak the Club held about $25,000
of members funds, interest free.
Over the years subsequent Committees have struggled with this problem
of membership turnover in various
ways mainly by broadening the membership base and allowing life mem-

The debenture scheme allowed large
numbers of people, many of whom
had no personal interest in skiing to
make a contribution and feel part of
the project. There is no doubt those
early years at CCH were most enjoyable. There was genuine excitement
about the prospect of our own ski
lodge and a great spirit of camaraderie
developed throughout the Hospital
enhanced by all the social activities
organised to help raise the money for
this common purpose.
No sooner was the Lodge built than
the modifications to enable 28 bunks
were made and this meant another
$4000 had to be found. Of course
more money had to be found for carpets and furniture none of which survives to the present day except for our

When the building was finished, the backbreaking work of landscaping began.
and stones was a particular problem.
Many people contributed to these
tasks but I remember especially work
done by Bill Burch and Geoff
Crossley. Very many others made

bership. This has of necessity compromised the original ideal of provid
ing a facility cheaply to anyone who
(Continued on page 9)
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came to work in a Canberra hospital
without any waiting time. I accept
this as inevitable and also as having
the benefits of developing a more stable more committed and more socially diverse membership. Neverthe-

less it is my hope that the Club will
always maintain a strong connection
with its origins.
— —— —
Many thanks to Tony Booth for the
loan of the slides which were dupli-

cated and scanned for use in the article.
All photos courtesy of Tony Booth
unless otherwise noted.

Even child labour was employed to save the adults (current member Michael Schmidt then aged
four and a half. )
Photo courtesy of Pat Schmidt.

Some random memories of the early days: Bill Burch - Treasurer &
Public Officer (1975)

T

he original constitution
had all kinds of provisions about
numbers of VMO's, residents and
nursing sisters needing to be present to form a quorum for the
AGM.
On several successive years the
meeting had to be deferred and
phone arounds organised which
was a real nuisance. Once, Bob
Allen's wife was summonsed from
her sick bed to form a quorum!

pletely worn out the first set, so
much use did it get. Greg Fraser
and I used to troll lure-loaded
lines as we rowed about.
One morning just as the sun laid
its first beam on the dead calm
water a magnificent trout took my
lure and hurtled up through the
shimmering sunlight then flopped
back breaking it into thousands of
scintillating sparklets.
The memory of that RASCAL
experience can never fade.
#3

But the inspirational move of
Tony Booth one year was to suggest that RASCAL might be going
under and that one agenda item
would seek the wind up of the
club.
Well they came from all over!
The Woden Valley Hospital auditorium was packed to the rafters
and tempers flared as the item was
raised.
Naturally the motion was defeated
but we had no trouble raising the
quorum that year.
#2

W

hatever happened to
the little aluminium dinghy we
had for many years? I first raised
the issue of the club buying it and
it took some lobbying and debate
before I could go down to
Fyshwick, buy it, load it on my
Kombi and deliver it to the Lodge.
In the end I remember having to
renew the oars and the swivels for
the rowlocks as we had com-

I

suppose my favourite incident was prior to the ducting of
the central heating through the
place.
So, after the individual bunk
rooms were partitioned off, we
were left with a half metre gap
over the tops of the doors to allow the warm air to waft in to the
rooms. The net result was that
the folks in the top bunks of the
upper floor were roasted and the
bottom of the lower floor froze but that's another story!
Not only did we have the large
gap over the tops of the doors,
but there were vinyl tiles only on
all the floors. This meant that
sound was very efficiently transmitted around each entire level.
And I mean ANY sound – from
heavy breathing to snoring to
other bodily releases could be
heard by all those quietly lying in
bed trying to sleep!
One memorable night a randy

young registrar - now a senior specialist on the North NSW Coast was trying to persuade an attractive young nurse to ... well, it
hardly needs stating does it!
There must have been a dozen
pairs of ears engaging in the
acoustic version of voyeurism,
muffling giggles as this young fellow clumsily tried it on.
The climax was a loud slap from
her on his bare skin somewhere,
followed by "you &%#$@#*"!
Sleep took a while coming after
that!
— —— —

...and this from
Nobby Elvin

I

’m sorry I won’t be able to
be at your 28th October splendid
do.
My original enquiries re land at
Jindabyne were on behalf of the
hospital and when it happened,
B&B (Brown and Booth) cheated
the place.
I reduced their work load to 20
hours a week and gave them limitless time off for the creation.
This did not happen – they worked
hard as resident medicals and as
club creators.
Should give them a medal.
— —— —

The Circular that Started it all (see p7)
RASCAL
5th November, 1968
Dear Member / Prospective member,
This letter is MOST IMPORTANT and URGFNT. Please give it your immediate and earnest consideration.
The Snowy Mountains Authority, which had earlier informed the RASCAL Committee that no Jindabyne club sites were left available, has now
invited us to tender for one which has become vacant. This will be our first and ONLY chance and to accept this offer we must reply within a few weeks.
It is a magnificent site right on the lake foreshore midst other lodges and close to shopping, sporting, entertainment and other facilities. To accept the
offer the RASCAL Club must:
1.
2.

Have an initial deposit of $2,000 (we now have $1,500)
Satisfy the S.M.A. we can complete an approved lodge within three years. To do so we need assured access to $10,000.

A Committee meeting on 4th November decided we can best raise this money in the short time available in three ways:
1.

Foundation Memberships
Fee $75. Restricted to 100 members (these members will pay usual annual Club subscriptions - which will remain low. They will be privileged by
LIFE membership). The membership will lapse on failure to pay annual subscriptions and be reallocated on priority at the Committee’s discretion. Members
eligible must be Hospital employees.
2.

Debentures
These will only be issued to and held by Club members. Debentures will be transferable to other members at any time. Siding scale debenture fees:
a) Nursing staff and medical ancillary staff - $20
b) Resident Medical Officers - $40
c) U.M.0.'s - $100

3.

a) Loans - these would be of two types: at savings bank interest, or interest free.
b) Gifts

EXPLANATORY NOTES:
1.
It is again emphasised that debenture holders will freely be able to redeem fully their investment by transfer at any time e,g, on leaving the Hospital.
2.
Only debenture holders or foundation members amongst Club members will be given use of the proposed lodge. (The Club in principle believes these
members could take visitors and family to the lodge, however, some rules controlling lodge usage will need to be formulated).
3.
Due to Hospital staff rostering, lodge usage would be spread throughout the week and not be just at weekends. Thus, it would function at great advantage to other similar lodges, this being reflected e.g. in accommodation costs. It would of course be a summer and winter lodge.
4.
Once the initial money has been raised, planning can proceed immediately and the lodge could well be in use by winter 1969.
5.
Any inquiries about this scheme are invited and should be addressed to Sr. Elaine Crisp (Ward 3D), Dr. Tony Booth (Paediatrics) or Dr. Robert
Brown (Cas-0.P.D.)
6.
The attached Enquiry Form must be completed and returned to a Club Committee Member before 16th November, 1968. Other Committee members
are: Sr. L. Gee (2D), Dr. F. Newman, Miss J. Payten (Pharmacy), Dr. J. Grey (Pathology), Sr. J. Harvey (Theatre), Miss M. Adams (Physiotherapist), Dr. J.
Erlich, (theatre), Sr. C. Cory (H. Ward).

Who came to the 30th birthday party
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☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
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☺
☺
☺
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☺
☺
☺
☺
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Ray Atkin & Kerri West
Diana, Ian & Mark Beaver
Lynne, Noel & Sam Bentley & Doris de Bruijn
Tony & Chris Booth
Cathie Boyd, Denise Blair and Alex Triffett
Bob Brown
Bill & Robyn Burch
Barbara, Andrew & Katie Campbell-Hakes & Alison Evans
Anthony & Mary Clark
Geoff, Philippa, Nerida & John Crossley and Sally Bowman
Richard & Jenny Emerton
Monty & Colleen Fox
Mollie & Greg Fraser
Pat & Brian Gorman
Graham & Patricia Harvey
Glenn, Wendy, Holly & Monique Isemonger
John, Julian & Robin Kennard & Margaret Bromley
Alan & Kyria Laird & Marg Sharp
Daryl & Hugh Lawrence
David & Angela McAdam
Ian, James & Robert McNeill
Roger Nairn
Peter, Henry & Megan Overton & Jacqui Barker
Julie Pettit
Greg, Caroline & Douglas Pullinger & Eddie Brook
Rod Roberts
Anne Robinson
Peter, Karen, Elliott, Rohan & Huw Scanes
Pat Schmidt
Len & Jean Taylor
Mike Vale & Trish Carroll
Judy Webb
Angela Wydeveld

Apologies:
Nobby Elvin, Glennis Welch, Dom & Betty Rankin

Rascal’s success over the last 30 years stems directly from the vision, enthusiasm, and hard
work of the founding members, and of the dedication and commitment of the subsequent
Committees who, year by year, have unstintingly volunteered their time and energy to manage the Club’s affairs on behalf of all other members. Most of their contributions go unreYEAR PATRON
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Bernard Hughson
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Barbara Brown
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Steve Ahern
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1989

Chris Fogarty

Monty Fox

T. Bombardier

Sue Gibson

Steve Ahern

1990

Monty Fox

Greg Mullens

Julie Pettit

Peter Fraser

Steve Ahern

1991

Monty Fox

George Malecky

Julie Pettit

Peter Fraser

Steve Ahern

1992

George Malecky

Monty Fox

Julie Pettit

1993

George Malecky

Monty Fox

Julie Pettit

Meriel Schultz

Steve Ahern

1994

George Malecky

Monty Fox

Julie Pettit

Michelle Hawley

Steve Ahern

1995

Monty Fox

Mike Vale

Trish Carroll

Valerie Hallin

Steve Ahern

1996

Richard Emerton Mike Vale

Trish Carroll

Lynne Bentley

Alan Laird

1997

Richard Emerton Monty Fox

Lynne Bentley

Doug Capp

Alan Laird

1998

Richard Emerton Ian McNeill

Lynne Bentley

Kim Serjeant

Alan Laird

1999

Richard Emerton Ian McNeill

Meg Krizan

Alan Laird

2000

Richard Emerton Ian McNeill

Keith McCulloch

Alan Laird

Monty Fox

Steve Ahern

warded and unremarked. But we would not have the terrific asset we do if it were not for
their efforts. On behalf of the entire membership, thank you to the people listed in the
following table (which was compiled from AGM Minutes) for their selfless efforts. People
whose names are bolded are still financial members of the Club.
PUBLIC
OFFICER

MEMBER

MEMBER

MEMBER

MEMBER

MEMBER

MEMBER

Fran Newman

George Gerogan

Bob Allan

Anne Seaton

Jan Payten

Tom Leaney

Chris Johnson

Heather Chown

Edwin Cassar

Margaret Cameron

Daryl Robbins

Jim Giallussi

Merle Daley

S Cox

Diane Rolfe

Jim McCaffrey

H McDermott

Ralph Farnbach

Marg. Bockwinkel

Michelle Dwyer

Heather Irvine

Frances Gaydon

Dianna Kropp

Ralph Farnbach

C Hoy

Carol Priest

Maeve Reilly

Marilla Lenne

J Coffill

Peter Schmidt

Gillian Davidson

Ann Harvey

Marilla Lenne

Yvonne McMurray

Elaine Nastvogel

Alan Wheeley

Bill Burch

Andrew Doman

Harmon Lightfoot

Kerri West

John Hill

Hugh Anderson

M Snider

Hugh Southon

Bill Burch

Peter Schmidt

Penny Thornton

John Bear

Diarmid McKeown

Bill Burch

Sue McKay

Judy Foskett

Robyn Hadaway

Peter Schmidt

Marg. Kwasigroch

Mollie Fraser

Marilyn Sylvester

Tony Stepanas

Peter Wilson

Penny Thornton

Anne Strachan

Mollie Fraser

Anne Strachan

Marilyn Allen

Marilyn Sylvester

Helen O'Brien

Pam Craig

Pat Schmidt

Marilyn Sylvester

Mollie Fraser

Phillip Matthews

Vicki Van den Burg

Jack Walters

John Evans

D Foster

Harmon Lightfoot

Margaret Duguid

Jenny Jones

Andrew Brook

Marilyn Allan

Daryl Lawrence

Jenny Jones

Andy Crowther

Roger Nairn

Andrew Brook

Jan Murdoch

Roger Nairn

Harmon Lightfoot

Daryl Lawrence

Marilyn Allen

Elaine Nastvogel

Tony Booth

Jan Murdoch

Glynnis Condon

Bernard Hughson

Daryl Lawrence

Paul McCann

Warren Bishop

Meena Koerner

Warren Bishop

Glynnis Condon

Sheila Jacobs

Ann Didcott

Daryl Lawrence

Mary Fogarty

Chris Acker

Mike Woods

Warren Bishop

Ann Didcott

Mary Fogarty

Mariana Matthews

Chris Acker

Daryl Lawrence

Mariana Matthews

Steve Ahern

Chris Fogarty

Susan Gibson

Chris Acker

Bernard Hughson

Greg Fraser

Ann Didcott

Monty Fox

Chris Acker

Greg Mullens

John Buckley

Harold Wilkinson

George Malecky

Chris Acker

George Malecky

Rod Roberts

Gay Andrew

Michele Hawley

Chris Acker

Gay Andrew

Michelle Hawley

Janet Sammons

Chris Acker

Janet Sammons

Michelle Hawley

Peter Fraser

Gay Andrew

Chris Acker

Rod Roberts

Mary Steele

Michelle Hawley

Gay Andrew

Julie Pettit

Chris Acker

Richard Emerton

Rod Roberts

Mike Vale

Marg Sharp

Richard Emerton

Chris Acker

John Kennard

George Malecky

Rod Roberts

Alan Laird

John Kennard

Rod Roberts

Doug Capp

Judith Turnbull

Chris Acker

Monty Fox

John Kennard

Chris Acker

Phil Huntley

Pat Gorman

Chris Acker

John Kennard

Doug Capp

Geoff Crossley

Meg Krizan

Jack Cornell

John Kennard

Angela Wydeveld

Susie Black

Monty Fox

John Kennard

Anne Robinson

Jack Cornell

Marg Sharp

Alan MacLean

Angela Wydeveld

Rod Roberts

Anne Reed

Opening of the Deck
Edited Transcript of the
speeches made.
Richard Emerton:
“It’s my pleasure to welcome everybody here this morning, particularly
our special guest Dr Bob Brown, who
I’m sure you will all know was the
very first President of Rascal.
It’s also my pleasure to welcome

a bottle of wine as the prize to whoever spots them all. [The Presidents
were Bob Brown (‘69), Tony Booth
(‘70, ’72, ’73, ’75, ‘77-’79, Pat
Schmidt (’82), Greg Fraser (‘85’87), Monty Fox (‘90-’91,‘95) and
Richard Emerton (‘96-2000) – no
one won the wine prize - Ed].
The format of today’s activities will
be as follows: after a few opening
comments from me, Tony will introduce Bob Brown and he will,

so much work into the design and
planning and its something that will
greatly enhance the utility of the
Lodge - something that is going to be
an enjoyable feature for us all.
Just quickly outlining the rest of the
activities; we’ve gone really flash today and have hired a helicopter that
will appear about 1 o’clock with Mike
Vale on board taking photos of us all
down here on the deck. Could we
have everybody at that time facing

5 Rascal Presidents cut the birthday cake at the opening of the deck – from l-r, Bob Brown, Greg Fraser, Tony Booth, Richard Emerton and Monty Fox
Tony Booth who was the second
President of Rascal. I’ll be asking
him to say a few words shortly.
It’s wonderful to see so many Rascal
Members at a club function on such a
lovely day.
I worked out that there’s a total of six
people here today, including myself,
who have been President of Rascal.
Maybe we can run a competition with

amongst other things, formally open
the new deck. I don’t have to remind
you that that’s why we’re here today
– it’s not just Rascal’s thirtieth birthday, although that provided the incentive for the get together, but we
would also like to show off all the
work that we’ve done here in the
Lodge over the last few years, particularly the deck. I think everyone
will agree that it’s been a tremendous
outcome for the Committee that put

outward and waving and carrying on.
After that will be lunch – the caterers
are just setting up down stairs under
the pergola. After lunch there will be
some live music to take us through
the afternoon and we hope that everybody will have a great time listening
and dancing.
I must also thank our sponsors who
have generously provided us with
(Continued on page 18)

(“Deck Opening” - continued from page 17)

door prizes which will be drawn out
of a hat starting at the end of these
few short speeches and continuing all
afternoon during the band’s rest
breaks. Thank you to those sponsors
for providing those prizes today.
Without further ado, I’ll turn over to
Tony to introduce Senator Bob
Brown, first President of Rascal.”

Tony Booth:
“It’s my very great pleasure to intro-

cial justice perhaps even to a greater
extent than those he is best known
for, over the years.
Many of you will remember him
spearheading the campaign to save
the Franklin River. During that campaign he was physically assaulted
and thrown into gaol, but his stand
was vindicated by the High Court of
Australia on 1 July 1983 - if I’ve got
the date right. That decision of the
High Court was a great victory for
conservation in Australia. The decision was very controversial at the
time but has been vindicated over the
years where the absurdity of the pro-

as an undergraduate. It was really
only when we found ourselves as
Residents together at the hospital in
Canberra that we got to know one another. Bob quickly got involved with
the Resident and Sisters Committee
which was just a social club in those
days. I was not initially involved with
that Committee – probably because I
was married and not chasing nurses. I
think it was when the idea of a Lodge
came up that I got involved.
I have a photo here of Bob in those
days with a couple of people who unfortunatly could not be with us today,
but were very influential in the estab-

Aerial shot of the partygoers on the deck just after the formal opening.
duce Bob and welcome him to this
special occasion.
I’m going to start at the reverse end of
Bob’s career. Most of you, I’m sure,
are aware of him. He’s usually introduced these days as the Australian
Green’s Senator for Tasmania. But I
think that doesn’t really do Bob justice. Yes, he is an environmentalist
and a conservationist, but he has involved himself in many other issues
in the areas of human rights and so-

posal to build the dam for power
generation has been laid bare. It was
simply not necessary.
Now I want to take you further back
- to 1968. I know that there’s only a
few of you here that will remember
Bob Brown from that time when he
came as a young resident doctor to
the Canberra Community Hospital.
We were in the same year at medical
school but I didn’t really meet Bob

lishment of the Club – one was
Nobby Elvin who, as clinical superintendent at the Hospital, was our boss.
It was he who wrote off to the Snowy
Mountains Hydro Electric Authority
as a result of which we were offered a
lease on the blocks on which the
Lodge sits today. Nobby had intended to be here but was unable to
come in the end and sends his apologies. The other person in the photo
(Continued on page 19)
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who also sends her apologies is Frances Newman who was another one of
the new Residents that year. The
three of us – Bob, Frances and I –
worked very hard to raise the money
to build the Lodge and that’s where
our friendship was forged. This photo
is a special reminder of those days.
With those few words I’ll hand over
to Bob. But just before I do, I would
like to leave you with one final
thought – isn’t it an irony that “No
Dams” Bob Brown of Franklin River
fame was the first President of a Club

I was last here early in 1970 - it was
then a bit of barren bank with a
Lodge in the making. It’s really delightful to be back, especially with so
many smiling faces on such a beautiful day. And I am particularly delighted to have been asked to open
this magnificent new deck.
I would like to say a few words
about RASCAL because not only do
I look back on my time in the Club
very fondly, but also because it had
something to do with saving the
Franklin River. The campaign – and
it really was a campaign – to get together the money to build this Lodge

medicine as our binding interest,
Latin got into the picture quite a bit in
those days.
I remember one Sister, when asked by
the Canberra Times on the night of
out first Cedamus Amori ball at the
Park Royal, what the words meant,
blushed a couple of times and said
“Oh it means let us all be friends.”
Anyway, we had lots of fun but
needed more money than was raised
by these events to build a Lodge and
so we sent out a message to the staff
of the Canberra Hospital saying
‘would you sign up’. I think it was

Pierre’s Hot Four provided the music for the afternoon.
that built a ski lodge on the banks of a
man made lake which was part of the
daddy of all hydro electric schemes.
Bob.”

gave me good grounding for the
much bigger Franklin River campaign that I then went on to be involved in.

Bob Brown:

RASCAL was the Residents And
Sisters Committee for Activities in
Leisure time and we had lots of fund
raising activities; many wine and
cheese nights and the famous Cedamus Amori ball. Cedamus Amori
means “Let Us Yield to Love”. With

“Richard, Tony, ladies and gentlemen
I want to say just how lovely this is.
This place has been transformed since

$20 for nurses, $40 for resident doctors and $100 for Visiting Medical
Officers. There was almost no response from any of them. So for a
week Tony, Pam Newman and I got
helped out in most of our duties which were pretty onerous I might say
- and we went and spoke to every single person on the staff and at the end
of that time we had commitment for
thousands of dollars and we were able
(Continued on page 20)
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from that base to go on and borrow
enough money to have the Lodge
built.
I wasn’t here when the Lodge was
opened by that great medical doyen,
Markus Faunce, from whom I learned
not just good medicine but humility
and how to think about patients. Not
just to look at machines and make
readings but to really think about the
person you were dealing with.
I am told by Fran Newman that at the
opening of the Lodge, a tree was

and I knew you had to go out to people. You couldn’t just send out your
literature, you had to go out and
campaign and get them involved.
And we used exactly the prescription
used to get the money for this Lodge,
to get the first Wilderness Society
office in Hobart and then consequent
offices and premises in most capital
cities throughout Australia. And the
Franklin campaign was so close to
being lost and we were so close to
being demoralised a number of times
but I like to think it was that grounding in RASCAL that was one of the
factors that kept us going in order to
save that great wild river in 1983.

time of the year and in fact there’ll be
no snow at all. So I’ve been fighting
this Bill which is going to allow the
Tasmanian forests to be fed into wood
chip machines then into furnaces and
turned into electricity and sent to the
mainland as “green energy”. This is
under the current Government’s prescription for things “green”.
I have a brochure here today which is
not trying to advocate for the environment, but is simply to inform people
how to fight for the future of RASCAL club by fighting against the destruction of the forests in Tasmania –
it’s all connected.

Plenty of participants turned out for the walk to Rainbow Lake on Sunday morning.
planted. Dr Faunce, in true style not
only had a ribbon placed on the top of
the tree but turned very properly with
his back to the crowd and micturated to use a medical term - on the tree.
History should record that the tree
died. That was back in 1970.
I did go on to the Franklin campaign
but that business of raising the money
for Rascal Lodge was very important.
With the Wilderness Society, we were
a “patch in the pants” organisation

Well, I was thinking what could I do
to return the compliment to RASCAL in the year 2000, thirty years
on. In the last few months I have
been fighting, in the Senate, a Bill
which is very injurious to this Club.
You all know about global warming
and I looked at the snow up there as
we came across the ridge from
Cooma this morning and thought a
bit more about global warming and
that there’ll be no snow there at this

Before I get to open the deck. I have
one other thing. Fran Newman and
Tony wrote to me in 1972, I don’t
know why the delay of a couple of
years, but they asked me for $75 to
sign up as the first foundation member of RASCAL. What that gave me
was the privilege of staying a member
of RASCAL for good. And by some
fluke I was sitting at home in Tasmania a couple of weeks ago and I just
opened an old collection of bits and
(Continued on page 21)
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pieces of papers that I was going
through and there was my Certificate.
So I have had that Certificate framed
and I would now like to give it to the
Club. I also have some photographs
which are tucked away somewhere
which I will send them on to the
Committee when I find them.
Well I just hope you have as much
happiness in all the times you come to
this Lodge in the future as I did with
the Residents and Sisters Committee
for Activities in Leisure time way
back then. I have asked about the

rates for staying here and being a
politician I have compared the rates
with the places I usually stay and I
will be coming back here … and my
Foundation Membership gives me
that right.
That said, what a delightful deck this
is and what a great day for the opening.
It gives me great pleasure to formally
open this deck and to hope that everyone who comes on to it enjoys it
and to hope that it has a long history
and that the only relationship that it
has with the deck on the Titanic is

that people will change the chairs
from time to time. I hope it brings a
great deal of joy to you, your children
and your grandchildren and all those
who come out here to enjoy the sun
and this beautiful location in the years
ahead.
And finally, congratulations to everyone who put work into making this
weekend happen. I know it hasn’t
just happened by chance so good on
you and congratulations on a great
outcome.”
— —— —

Thank you to our sponsors for their fantastic support. As you will see,
some fabulous door prizes were given away as part of the celebrations.
Please mention Rascal when next you shop at any of these establishments.

☺

Lynne Bentley

3 person “Tulsa” tent, courtesy of Snowgums, 9 Lonsdale Street,
Braddon, ACT

☺

Chris Booth

“Dragon” daypack, courtesy of Mountain Design, Lonsdale Street,
Braddon, ACT

☺

Cathie Boyd

6 bottles of wine, courtesy of TT Architecture,
Unit 3, 45 Jardine Street, Kingston, ACT

☺

Bob Brown

Polarfleece Jacket from Second Wind, 13/68 Wollongong Street
Fyshwick, ACT

☺

Pat Gorman

Cricket cap signed by Dennis Lilley, courtesy of ACT Cricket—
remember the PM’s XI match at Manuka Oval, 7 December

☺

Geoff Crossley

“Voodoo Dolls” daypack, courtesy of The Snowboard Shop and Sno
Limits Embroidery, Nuggets Crossing Jindabyne, NSW

☺

Martin Harvey

Telemark x-country ski bindings courtesy of Paddy Pallin, Lonsdale
Street, Braddon, ACT

☺

Pat Harvey

6 bottles of wine courtesy of Project Coordination P/L,
20 Napier Close, Deakin, ACT

☺

Alex Triffett

T shirt, courtesy of Natural High Snowboards, Nuggets Crossing,
Jindabyne, NSW

☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺

Holly Isemonger,
Angela McAdam,
Peter Overton
Huw Scanes,
Pat Schmidt, and
Judy Webb

Individual bottles of port courtesy of Project Coordination
20 Napier Close, Deakin ACT 2600

☺

Monique Isemonger

“Eastpac” daypack, courtesy of Jurkiewicz Adventure Sports, 47
Wollongong Street, Fyshwick ACT 2609

☺

John Kennard

Akubra hat, courtesy of High Country Outfitters, Sharp Street
Cooma and Nuggets Crossing, Jindabyne, NSW

☺

Alan Laird

“Cane Toad” day pack, courtesy of Kathmandu, 20 Allara Street,
Canberra, ACT

☺

Daryl Lawrence

Electric Kettle, courtesy of Mitre10, 10 Nettin Circuit Jindabyne,
NSW

P/L,

What was happening in 1970?
As we celebrate Rascal’s thirtieth year, we
should remember what the world was like
in 1970.
THE WORLD
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IBM released the first floppy disk
The world’s first auto teller was installed
The Vietnam war spilled into Cambodia
The world’s first intelligent robot was created
Four students were shot dead at Kent State
University by the National Guard
Richard Nixon was President of the USA and
Leonid Breschnev led the USSR
The Apollo 13 accident led the US to abandon
manned moon flights

•
•
•
•

TELEVISION
•

•

AUSTRALIA
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

John Gorton was Prime Minister and Gough
Whitlam the opposition leader
Bob Hawke became President of the ACTU
Sydney’s international airport terminal and
Tullamarine airport opened
Ralph Sarich started work on the orbital engine
18 year olds were given the right to vote
Australia’s population reached 12,666,439
Australia started to withdraw from Vietnam
QANTAS started trialling 747 Jumbo jets
Mass immunisation against measles was introduced
John Paul VI was the first pope to visit Australia

CANBERRA
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yarralumla nursery opened to provide free
shrubs and trees for new home owners
The Captain Cook water jet opened at Regatta
point
The National Botantic Gardens opened
The Molonglo Mall was the only shopping
mall, and was the retail centre
Capital 7 started television transmissions (with
Here’s Humphrey)
Seatbelt legislation was introduced

Most of Belconnen was a big sheep paddock
Main access to Belconnen was via Dryandra
Street, O’Connor
The average price of a 4 bedroom house was
$15,000
A large Earthquake hit Canberra; it measured
3.5 and was centred on Tuggeranong

Popular TV shows included Marcus Welby MD,
Ironsides, Gunsmoke, Hawaii Five O, Medical
Centre, Bonanza, The FBI, The Partridge Family,
Mary Tyler Moore, Dick Van Dyke, Hogan’s Heroes, The Dean Martin Show, Here’s Lucy, The
Wheel of Fortune, Division 4, Matlock Police,
Homicide and Bellbird.
Kids watched Skippy, Here’s Humphrey, Playschool, Andy Pandy, Mickey Mouse Club, Adventure Island, The Banana Splits and the Chatanooga
Cats.

MOVIES
•
•
•

The Oscar for best movie went to “Patton”;
best actor George C. Scott; best actress Glenda
Jackson
The 4 biggest movies were Airport, 5 Easy
Pieces, Love Story and M*A*S*H*
George Lazenby took over as James Bond

MUSIC – Top Ten Songs of 1970
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Let It Be – The Beatles
Bridge over Troubled Waters – Simon & Garfunkel
Knock Knock, Who’s There – Live Maessen
El Condor Pasa – Simon & Garfunkel
In the Summertime – The Mixtures
Yellow River – Autumn
The Letter – Joe Cocker
Close to You – The Carpenters
Make it with you – Bread
Lay down - Melanie
— —— —

Rascal Timeline. How Rascal Was Born & Grew.
1967

The Residents and Sisters Committee started it all with the idea of building a cottage at the coast, or a ski lodge in the
mountains.

1968

R.A.S.C.A.L. established on 1 August. Lodge design commissioned.

1969

Two blocks of land at Jindabyne were leased from the Snowy Mountains Hydro Electric Authority for 99 years, at
$200 pa for the first 10 years

1970

Club Patron, Dr Marcus Faunce, opened the Lodge on 1 Aug.

1971

Annual subscription $3.00

1972

Name changed to Rascal Incorporated from R.A.S.C.A.L.

1973

A landscaping plan was developed. It was suggested that Canberra members with an excess tree allowance might

1974

Extensive landscaping undertaken.

1975

Rooms and corridors carpeted and ducted heating installed in rooms.

1976

A year of rest

1977

Disquiet about the Club’s lack of aim, social functions, enthusiasm and support by the majority of members

1978

Possibility of winding up the club due to a lack of member enthusiasm

1979

Bunk beds modified: lower bunks widened and both top and bottom bunks lowered

1980

First Lodge Manager appointed to run the Lodge in winter 1981

1981

Subscription $15

1982

Final payment made on original construction loan

1983

It was decided to not extend the Lodge but to actively recruit members among hospital staff.

1984

Membership opened to non-hospital staff.

1985

70 new members joined the Club! Lodge recarpeted.

1986

Four newsletters produced.

1987

Rascal continued with the pattern of 3-4 newsletters per year and held at least one social function.

1988

Membership survey indicated a high level of satisfaction with the Club. Annual subscription $31.

1989

Lockable ski racks installed.

1990

Membership increased by 30 per cent! Membership and was now closed

1991

Snowy Mountains Hydro Electric Commission offered to sell us the two blocks of land on which the Lodge was built

1992

Land purchased

1993

Leather lounge purchased.

1994

A quiet year!!!

1995

Constitution amended to include new member categories, changes to junior age limits etc.

1996

Major maintenance undertaken: painting, waterproofing, floor coverings, bathroom refurbishment

1997

Social aspects of the club’s operations revitalised with two successful fishing weekends, the first hike des femmes
and a ski des femmes

1998

Kitchen replaced, pergola constructed, smoke detection system upgraded and “Welcome” sign installed

1999

Outside deck and fire escape constructed

2000

With a brilliant kitchen, ‘the best deck in the Snowy Mountains” and a great collection of members, Rascal is well set
to enter the new millennium.

A

Do you like any of these?

bseiling, barbecues, bungee jumping, bushwalking, browsing, camping, canoeing, climbing, cross-country skiing, down-hill skiing, eating, exploring, fishing, golf,
helicopter flights, hike-de-femme, history, horse riding, jazz music, mountain biking,
movies, picnics, reading, sailing, shopping, sightseeing, ski-de-femme, snoozing, snow
camping, sow-shoe walking, socialising, strolling, swimming, trivial pursuit, white-water
rafting, wine-tasting, windsurfing………..

If you answered YES, then read on!
These are just some of the activities you can do as a member of RASCAL.
You can no doubt think of many more.
You can do them on your own, but wouldn’t it be better to do them with a group of friends or join in
some event or organised activity.
RASCAL has organised some of these activities in the past and many (dare I say all) of them have been
most enjoyable.
Wouldn't it be great to encourage more of these sorts of activities for RASCAL members and friends to
enjoy?

This is where you come in.
We need your suggestions for the sorts of things you like to do and suggestions for how they can be
made to happen.
They could be based at the Lodge in Jindabyne, or attending an event at Thredbo or doing something
from Canberra, or whatever …
Unfortunately they don't just happen by themselves, but with enthusiasm, and "sponsors" we can do it.
You may have an idea, someone else may know how to make it happen, or in turn may know someone
who can. By pooling our knowledge we can generate the momentum and get things rolling.
We can advise you of what's happening, and when, by publishing suggestions, contact details of volunteers for sponsoring an activity, and a rolling calendar of events in each Newsletter.
So if you have an idea, suggestion, or you know someone who can help, or you want to be a sponsor but
you want some help, then contact me or a committee member at RASCAL. We look forward to hearing
from you.
Richard Emerton
President and Events Facilitator

Meet our new winter Caretaker
- Melanie O’Halloran (snowboarder extraordinaire)

S

“No broken bones but plenty of
bruises“, she says.
“Loved it",
"Found God".
o who is she? In brief:

• She was brought up and educated
in Canberra and graduated from
Phillip College before getting a
Public Service Traineeship at
Customs.
She worked there
intermittently from 1990 to 1994.
• Her hobbies are Orienteering
(since she was 7) and getting lost
while x/c skiing (since she was 4).
• Her aspirations are to live in a log
cabin in a forest, with 5 dogs, be
fit and active, and have close
friends nearby.
• She is happily single
and spends alternate
winter seasons in the
northern and southern
hemispheres teaching
snowboarding.
• She
speaks
4
languages - English,
Swedish, German and
Swiss-German.
• She has worked in
some of the most
famous ski resorts in
Canada, the Americas
and Europe.
• She is currently the
senior
female
snowboard instructor
at Perisher ski school
and had a couple of impressive
achievements this year:
− She was the first ever female to
pass the level 3 exam for snow
boarding in Australia, June
2000
− She won the female section of
the prestigious Top to Bottom
race at Thredbo, Aug 2000.
Melanie started snow boarding in
France in Chamonix in 1992 where
she was x-c skiing. She met some
snowboarders who lent her a board –
she recalls that she fell down a lot. "It
was the best experience of my life".

She hitch hiked to Sweden where she
orienteered for a few months.,
working as a gardener by day and as
a waitress in a club by night.
She remembers this awesome food
fight at Val Thorens (in France). She
flicked some cream at the chef, who
responded by pouring a bowl of
cream on her head. Mel ran into the
dining room which was full of
guests. Several eggs thrown by the
chef closely followed. The guests
joined in and started throwing wine,

placemats and anything else they
could launch towards everyone else.
Next came a banana toffee cream
pie. On one side of the room was a
door to the piste. Mel retreated to
the snow wall and responded with
snowballs. The guests all joined in
and started throwing things at each
other. The room needed repainting
the following day! “But just don’t
try that at Rascal” she warns in her
sternest tone of voice.
While overseas she met a guy who
owned a chalet and allowed Mel to

stay there during the last 3 weeks of
winter. It snowed bucket loads and
she had a great time riding and
hanging out with friends. “That was
one of my most magical times” she
said.
She picked up glandular fever and
came home to Canberra to recover.
She moved to Jindabyne in 1994 and
worked as a liftie at Guthega. One of
her top memories was getting her
instructor’s job at Perisher on her 25th
birthday.
Her stint at Rascal this year has been
almost universally hailed as Gold,
Gold, Gold for Rascal.
Most everyone who has
stayed at the Lodge this
winter has raved about
her social skills and her
ability to make people
feel at home, while
maintaining
a
harmonious communal
environment.
An
indication of the
affection residents have
for her is that she hasn't
had to buy groceries for
months – people keep
inviting her to join them
for meals and end up
leaving her their spare
groceries!!!
Happily for Rascal, Melanie has
accepted our invitation to come back
as caretaker in 2001. She says she
has had a great time this year and met
some wonderful people. Finally, she
asked us, on her behalf, to thank:
ROSSIGNOL SNOWBOARDS
and
UTOPIA OPTICS
for their support in 2000.
— —— —

Rascal Inc is a non-profit social club incorporated in the ACT.
The Club owns and operates a Lodge—Rascal Lodge—on the
shores of Lake Jindabyne in the Snowy Mountains of NSW.
The Club was founded by residents and sisters at the (then) Canberra Community Hospital in 1969. The name RASCAL is derived
from the Club’s first name—the Residents and Sisters Committee
for Activities in Leisuretime.
To contact the Club:
Ph/fax (02) 6255-3411
Email: mvale@ozemail.com.au
www: www.rascal.asn.au

